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Abstract
Why do large groups of people gather in special places
in the city while they play the Augmented Reality (AR)
game Pokémon GO? Do they develop specific types of
community practices? – Do they small-talk about the
game and other stuff? Does the game automatically
promote social interaction and, in the affirmative, how
does it work? The paper presents early observations of
Pokémon GO players. These observations circle around:
(1) The hunter-gathering culture in Pokémon GO; (2)
Informal communities of people doing small talk; and
(3) how the technology supports informal communities
of practice. Going forward, I would like to make a
larger study based on observations and interviews to
illuminate the questions above and pros and cons of
this first really successful AR game. There is no doubt
players do small talk while being physically active and
this is very unique for a casual game.
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Introduction
In the following, I shall present the unique physical
activating game Pokémon GO based on my own
experiences and some observations in the field and
argue that players often participate in informal
communities of practices while playing supported by
the game mechanics.

Niantec developed Ingress, which is also a locationbased AR game where e.g. sculptures are hotspots and
reused as Poké Stops in Pokémon GO.

Pokémon GO is an Augmented Reality (AR) game for
smartphones. AR is an emerging technology utilizing
mobile and situated devices such as smartphones and
tablets [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. AR blends the physical and
virtual environments, see Figure 1 [3, 7]. This can be
illustrated as a continuum between lightly and heavily
augmented environments [3, 7]. In physical reality, we
interact with familiar surroundings, while the
augmented version expands the physical reality by
adding a digital layer on top.
AR is often divided into two types. The first is positionbased, the other is image-based. These may of course
be combined. The position-based AR is based on your
physical location. Text, graphics, sound, video, 3D
models are presented depending on e.g. GPS
coordinates and/or compass measurements [1, 5]. The
image-based uses the camera on a smartphone or
tablet to scan a QR code or a 2D image enabling virtual
content to appear on top of the camera content [1].
Pokémon GO uses location-based AR.
The game was published in the summer of 2016 and it
has been downloaded by about 500 million users [9].
Users spend allegedly the Pokémon GO app for about
half an hour a day [10]. Pokémon GO is developed by
Niantec (a spinout from Google) in partnership with
Nintendo and The Pokémon Company. In the past,

Figure 1. AR blends the physical and virtual environments
(Photograph: Stig Stasig)

Satoshi Tajiri, a Japanese game designer, is the creator
of the Pokémon Universe and the first game for Game
Boy was released in the late 1980s [12]. Satoshi Tajiri
grew up in the suburbs of Tokyo in the 1960s and his
favorite pastime was collecting insects [11]. Beetles,

caterpillars, moths and crabs and their life cycles
inspired him in the creation of the Pokémon Universe.
The game Pokémon GO is about capturing Pokémons
and letting the strongest battle each other. The
approximately 151 Pokémons are small cartoon-like
avatars which are both cute and scary at the same time
[8].
Pokémons are often found in close proximity of Poké
Stops which are located near churches, libraries,
schools, universities, post offices, sculptures and other
sightseeing locations. A Pokémon is captured by hitting
it with a ball and upon a successful capture the player
is rewarded with experience points, stardust and candy.
Stardust and candy are used to develop the Pokémons
and to make them stronger in combat. Pokémon
doublets can be donated to the professor for a piece of
candy. New balls are acquired at the Poké Stops. Also,
the player chooses a team red, blue or yellow. The
team affiliation is used for battling or training
Pokémons at the gyms. Additionally, Pokémon eggs are
hatched by walking 2, 5 or 10 km distances and larger
rare Pokémons are often found in the 10 km eggs.

Hunter-gatherer culture in Pokémon GO
During much of our history as a species, we were all
hunters and gatherers. Our unique human traits are
presumable adaptations to that way of life. Agriculture
first appeared ten thousand years ago [2 p. 477].
Hunter-gatherers survived by hunting animals and
gathering roots, nuts, seeds, berries, and other plant
material [2 p. 477]. Pokémon GO supports our basic
hunter-gatherer traits. For example, when the player
gathers Poké balls and raspberries at a Poké Stop
gatherer instincts are stimulated. The hunter instinct is

stimulated when the player walks around the city
looking for Pokémons to hunt. Some types of Pokémons
are near buildings and others are more frequently close
to water. When a Pokémon is visible on the map on the
phone the player can throw Poké balls at it. Often the
player will have to throw several balls and perhaps feed
the Pokémon with raspberries before it is captured or
absconded.

Informal communities in the urban parks
and gardens
The player walks typically from Poké Stop to Poké Stop
in order to gather and hunt. People will gather in larger
groups in areas with many Poké Stops in one place. For
example, in a Danish context the Royal Library Garden
in Copenhagen, the Sculpture Park in Augustenborg,
the Harbour Promenade in Fåborg or Munkemose in
Odense. In such areas, players have the possibility to
talk informally about the game and other things.
Pokémons tend to spawn where there are more players
in close proximity.
In the park Munkemose, I got into conversation with
two boys and their father. The family talked about
winning a Poké Gym for the blue team. They had won a
Poké Gym in Højby, a suburb of Odense. They
explained some of the tricky aspects of the Pokémons’
battle abilities. For example, an Electabuzz is of the
electric type that fights well against the water and
flying Pokémons and purely against earth Pokémons
like Rhyhorn. This family had downloaded an advisor
app which gave advice about combat situations. In
addition, they had bought power banks for their
smartphones because the app is very energy
consuming due to the use of GPS and camera.

Observations from The Royal Library Garden, see
Figure 2: The number of players is overwhelming.
Players are picnicking on the grass while they are busy
catching Pokémons and gathering balls. Users seemed
to be of all ages; however, there was a preponderance
of boys between 9 and 13 years of age. However, there
were also parent/child constellations, young couples
lying on blankets, adults enjoying their their
lunchbreaks etc. Now and again a rumor will spread
among the youngsters about a seldom Pokémon nearby
– sometime it is true and sometimes it is just a rumor.

and didn’t want to waste them on catching a Weedle
which is a small and rather insignificant and lively
Pokémon. The boys seemed to know each other but
their meeting seemed random.
These informal meetings in urban parks and gardens
encourage both strangers and friends to small-talk
about playing the game and improving their gameplay
strategy. This can also be ascribed as a community of
practice where everybody are active participants trying
to achieve similar goals in the same realm [8]. Some
are socially interactive and others are just playing the
game.

The game mechanics supports informal
communities
More Poké Stops in close proximity. The Royal Library
Garden holds six Poké Stops within easy reach; this
means the players don’t have to walk much around to
catch Poké balls. It is a kind of hotspot where many
players gather and settle down.
Lure Modules. According to my observations in the
Royal Library Garden all Poké Stopshave active Lure
Modules stops most of the time. Lure Modules attract
Pokémons for 30 minutes and everybody near the Poké
Stop can benefit from this effect.

Figure 2. (Left) The Six Poke stops in the Royal Library
Garden; (Right) Players Pickniking in the Royal Library Garden.

An observation in Fåborg near the shore: A group of 34 boys on bikes met and talked about which Pokémons
they had caught. One of them was low on Poké balls

More Pokémons where players gather. More Pokémons
tend to spawn where there are more players in close
proximity. This is observed in the Royal Library Garden.
Gyms. Groups of friends of the same team (red, blue or
yellow) conquer a Gym by simultaneously attacking the
Pokémons in the Gym with their strongest and most
fitting Pokémons. Or it could be a married couple where

the husband is in the yellow team and the wife is in the
blue team and they agree to defeat a red Gym.
The game mechanics: (1) More Poké Stops in close
proximity; (2) Lure Modules, (3) More Pokémons where
players gather and (4) Gyms support the forming of a
community practice around the game. In other words:
the technology enables playful interactions and social
gaming with people nearby. The game mechanics for
supporting social interaction could developed further
e.g. by adding possibility for exchanging Pokémons
[14].

The virtual community around the game
Niantic hasn’t presented a rich game manual. Players
are supposed to learn while playing. Most serious
players also use virtual support pages or apps to
improve their game experience, e.g. battle advisor [13]
apps, evolution calculators [15] or dynamic maps [14]
showing where and which Pokémons are about to
spawn.
There are Facebook groups such as Pokémon GO:
Denmark where casual and hardcore Pokémon players
organize meetings and discus aspects of the game
[16]. They discuss quality power banks, variations of
Pokémon populations, new versions of the game, share
screen dumps from the game etc. Players also find
news on YouTube videos or Snap Chat.
In the virtual community players meet and discuss with
peers or experts. The users of the Facebook group
Pokémon GO: Denmark can be viewed as legitimate
peripheral participators where the newbies can learn
from experts and gradually become experts themselves
[8].

Summary
It would be interesting to do a larger study of how this
successful AR game promotes social interaction
between users. There is no doubt that users had
informal talks and many exercised more than usual.
The players will get to see parts of their local
environment and new sights, which they would not
have noticed before. This is very unique for a casual
game.
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